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CERTIFICATE AS TO PARTIES, RULINGS,  

AND RELATED CASES 

A. Parties 

1. Petitioners 

Vecinos para el Bienestar de la Comunidad Costera 

Sierra Club 

Save RGV from LNG 

City of Port Isabel 

 

2. Respondent 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 

 

3. Respondent-Intervenors 

Annova Common Infrastructure, LLC 

Texas LNG Brownsville LLC 

 

B. Rulings Under Review 

 

1. Order Granting Authorizations Under Section 3 of the 

Natural Gas Act, Annova LNG Common Infrastructure, LLC, 

Annova LNG Brownsville A, LLC, Annova LNG Brownsville 

B, LLC, Annova LNG Brownsville C, LLC, 169 FERC ¶ 61,132 

(Nov. 22, 2019);  

 

2. Order on Rehearing and Stay, Annova LNG Common 

Infrastructure, LLC, Annova LNG Brownsville A, LLC, 

Annova LNG Brownsville B, LLC, Annova LNG Brownsville 

C, LLC, 170 FERC ¶ 61,140 (Feb. 21, 2020); 
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3. Order Granting Authorizations Under Section 3 of the 

Natural Gas Act, Texas Brownsville LNG, LLC, 169 FERC ¶ 

61,130 (Nov. 22, 2019); and 

 

4.  Order on Rehearing and Stay, Texas Brownsville LNG, LLC, 

170 FERC ¶ 61,046 (Feb. 21, 2020). 

 

C. Statement of Related Cases 

Pursuant to Circuit Rule 28(a)(1)(C), the undersigned states that 

some of the issues raised in this case are similar to the issues raised in 

the following cases: 

1. Vecinos para el Bienestar v. FERC, D.C. Circuit Case No. 20-

1045 (Concerning Rio Grande LNG and Rio Bravo Pipeline, 

FERC Dkts. CP16-454 and CP16-455). 
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PETITIONERS’ RULE 26.1 STATEMENT 

Pursuant to Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 26.1 and Circuit 

Rule 26.1, Petitioners make the following disclosures: 

Vecinos para el Bienestar de la Comunidad Costera: Vecinos 

para el Bienestar de la Comunidad Costera (“Vecinos”) has no parent 

companies, and there are no publicly held companies that have a 10 

percent or greater ownership interest in Vecinos. 

Vecinos, an association organized and existing under the laws of 

the State of Texas, is an unincorporated nonprofit association dedicated 

to protecting and improving the health, standard of living, and economic 

development of the coastal community in the Rio Grande Valley of South 

Texas.  

Sierra Club: Sierra Club has no parent companies, and there are 

no publicly held companies that have a 10 percent or greater ownership 

interest in Sierra Club. 

Sierra Club, a corporation organized and existing under the laws of 

the State of California, is a nonprofit organization dedicated to the 

protection and enjoyment of the environment. 
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Save RGV from LNG: Save RGV from LNG has no parent 

companies, and there are no publicly held companies that have a 10 

percent or greater ownership interest in Save RGV from LNG. 

Save RGV from LNG is a nonprofit corporation organized and 

existing under the laws of the State of Texas, dedicated to protecting the 

Rio Grande Valley of South Texas from the harmful impacts of LNG 

exports.  
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The following acronyms and abbreviations are used in this brief: 

CEQ Counsel on Environmental Quality 

EIS Environmental Impact Statement 

EJ Environmental Justice 

EPA Environmental Protection Agency 

FERC Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 

GHG Greenhouse gas 

LNG Liquefied Natural Gas 

NAAQS National Ambient Air Quality Standards 

NEPA National Environmental Policy Act 

NO2 Nitrogen Dioxide 

NOx Nitrogen Oxides 

OMB  Office of Management and Budget 

ppb Parts per billion  

 VOC   Volatile Organic Compounds 
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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 

In these consolidated cases, Petitioners seek review of the Federal 

Energy Regulatory Commission’s (“FERC”) authorization of two 

liquefied natural gas (“LNG”) export facilities pursuant to the Natural 

Gas Act, 15 U.S.C. § 717b(e). Case 20-1093 concerns Annova LNG 

Common Infrastructure LLC, and three affiliated entities (“Annova”). 

Case 20-1094 concerns Texas LNG Brownsville, LLC (“Texas LNG” or 

“Texas”). 

Petitioners intervened in, and were parties to, both proceedings 

before FERC. TR919, AR1119 (Vecinos), TR912, AR1111 (Sierra Club), 

TR896, AR1124 (Port Isabel), TR1238, AR1357 (Save RGV from LNG); 

see TR1391, PP8-9 [JA____], AR1536, P11 [JA____] (granting all 

motions to intervene).1 

 

1 These consolidated cases have distinct administrative records. 

Documents in the Annova and Texas records are cited as “AR” or “TR”, 

respectively, followed by the record index number and, where 

appropriate, a reference to the document’s internal pagination. Excerpts 

included in the Joint Appendix are cited as “JA,” followed by the joint 

appendix page number. Where an identical document appears in both 

record, only a single Joint Appendix citation is provided. 
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On November 22, 2019, FERC issued orders authorizing the two 

projects pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 717b(e). TR1391, AR1536. Petitioners 

filed timely joint requests for rehearing. 15 U.S.C. § 717r(a); TR1394, 

AR1539. FERC denied both requests on February 21, 2020. TR1403, 

AR1547. Pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 717r(b), Petitioners filed these timely 

petitions for review on March 27, 2020. 

 

ISSUES FOR REVIEW 

 In approving the Texas LNG and Annova LNG export terminals: 

 

1. Did FERC violate the National Environmental Policy Act, 42 U.S.C. 

§ 4332 et seq., (“NEPA”), by: 

a. concluding that, along with other projects concurrently 

approved by FERC, the projects would increase ambient 

ozone levels to 76.5 parts per billion, well above the 

threshold used by the National Ambient Air Quality 

Standard, without providing any analysis of the location, 

frequency, or duration of harmful ozone levels would occur, 

or how many people would be exposed? 
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b. concluding “it is not possible” that minority and low-income 

communities could be disproportionately harmed by the 

projects because they make up all of the affected 

populations, without analyzing the geographic extent of the 

projects’ impacts or unique factors that amplify harms to 

these environmental justice communities? 

 

c. providing no analysis of the severity and significance of the 

projects’ greenhouse gas emissions, despite acknowledging 

that the social cost of carbon protocol is a tool generally 

accepted in the scientific community, built on assessment of 

incremental physical impacts, that other agencies have used 

in project-specific analyses? 

 

2. Was FERC’s conclusion that the projects were in the public interest 

for purposes of the Natural Gas Act arbitrary where FERC conceded 

that some adverse impacts were significant, where others harms 

were not evaluated, and where FERC failed to explain how it 

weighed these harms against project benefits?  
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STATUTES AND REGULATIONS 

Pertinent statutes and regulations are reproduced in an 

addendum. 

 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

 Introduction 

These consolidated petitions challenge FERC’s concurrent 

approval of the construction and operation of two liquefied natural gas 

(“LNG”) export terminals to be located across from each other on the 

Brownsville Ship Channel, at the southern tip of Texas. The Texas 

Brownsville LNG project, at issue in No. 20-1094 (“Texas”), and the 

Annova LNG Common Infrastructure project, at issue in No. 20-1093 

(“Annova”), are roughly similar in capacity and impacts. In a separate, 

not-consolidated suit, No. 20-1045, Petitioners challenge FERC’s 

approval of the Rio Grande LNG terminal and Rio Bravo pipeline—a 

third, larger LNG export project, neighboring the Texas LNG site on the 

northern shore of Brownsville Ship Channel. These three projects were 

reviewed by FERC in parallel, culminating in FERC’s issuance of 

approvals for all three projects on the same day. 
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Unsurprisingly, then, FERC’s review of these projects under the 

National Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”) repeats much of the same 

analysis and even exact language. FERC’s approvals accordingly suffer 

many of the same flaws: each of the claims presented here parallels a 

claim presented in No. 20-1045. FERC ultimately determined that air 

pollution caused by the three projects could cause nearby ozone levels to 

significantly exceed the Environmental Protection Agency’s 70 parts per 

billion (“ppb”) threshold. AR1547, P44 [JA____]; TR1403, P50 [JA____]. 

But FERC provided no analysis of where, for how long, or how often 

harmful ozone levels would occur, or whether mitigation could lessen 

harmful impacts, and thereby failed to provide the required hard look at 

these impacts. FERC improperly concluded that environmental justice 

communities would not be disproportionately susceptible to or affected 

by ozone pollution and other harms caused by the projects. AR1547, P39 

[JA____]; TR1403, P45 [JA____]. And FERC admits that it did not 

evaluate the consequences, severity, or significance of the projects’ 

greenhouse gas emissions. TR1403, P76 [JA____], AR1547, P75 

[JA____]. 
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FERC’s conclusion that the projects were consistent with the 

“public interest” for purposes the Natural Gas Act, 15 U.S.C. § 717b(e), 

was similarly deficient. Rather than identify how the projects would or 

would not benefit the public interest, FERC simply cited the 

presumption favoring approval and asserted that the projects’ adverse 

impacts were “environmentally acceptable” and insufficient to rebut 

this presumption. TR1403, P83 [JA____], AR1547, P80 [JA____]. FERC 

offered no explanation as to why the potential for unhealthy ozone and 

other concededly significant environmental impacts were “acceptable,” 

and thereby failed to justify its approval. Sierra Club v. Costle, 657 F.2d 

298, 333 (D.C. Cir. 1981). 

Where FERC’s reviews of Texas and Annova differ, the disparity 

often bears no apparent connection to factual differences between the 

two projects. Although FERC’s ozone analyses were flawed, the Texas 

EIS at least included a section purporting to address cumulative ozone 

impacts, whereas the Annova EIS inexplicably ignores this issue 

entirely. TR1374, 4-339 [JA____]. Both facilities will consume massive 

amounts of electricity, and the Annova EIS estimated that the 

greenhouses gases indirectly emitted by generating this electricity 
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would be an order of magnitude larger than the terminal’s direct 

emissions. AR1513, 3-20 [JA____]. But in the Texas EIS, FERC 

excludes these emissions from its scope, without explaining the 

difference in treatment compared to Annvoa. TR1374, App’x H-36 

[JA____]. FERC’s failure to treat similar, neighboring, concurrently-

proposed projects consistently suggests that rather than exercising 

expert judgment warranting deference, FERC is simply uncritically 

accepting the information provided by the project applicants. See 

AR933, RR9-17 [JA____] (Annova’s evaluation of impacts of electricity 

generation as part of its application), TR697, RR9-12 [JA____] (Texas’s 

application omitting this information).  

Because FERC failed to take a hard look at the Texas and Annova 

projects’ environmental impacts, and because FERC failed to justify its 

conclusion that adverse environmental impacts did not render the 

projects contrary to the public interest, FERC’s approval of the projects 

was arbitrary. 
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 Legal Framework 

A. Natural Gas Act 

These petitions challenge FERC’s approval of two projects under 

subsection 3(e) of the Natural Gas Act, 15 U.S.C. § 717b(e). FERC 

exercises this authority pursuant to a delegation from the Department 

of Energy. Sierra Club v. FERC, 827 F.3d 36, 40 (D.C. Cir. 2016) 

(“Freeport I”) Under this subsection, FERC has the authority to 

approve, deny, modify, or impose conditions on an application for the 

siting, construction, and operation of LNG terminals. 15 U.S.C. § 

717b(e); see id. § 717a(11) (defining “LNG terminal”). 

FERC interprets subsection 717b(e) to apply the standard from 

subsection 717b(a): the application will be approved “unless … [the 

project] will not be consistent with the public interest.” 15 U.S.C § 

717b(a). TR1391, P14 [JA____], AR1536, P15 [JA____]; see also 

EarthReports, Inc. v. FERC, 828 F.3d 949, 953 (D.C. Cir. 2016), 18 

C.F.R. § 153.7(c)(1). This “public interest” standard is wide-ranging, and 

requires consideration of, inter alia, “conservation” and “environmental” 

impacts. Sierra Club v. U.S. Dep’t of Energy, 867 F.3d 189, 202 (D.C. 
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Cir. 2017) (“Freeport II”); accord TR1391, P18 n.24 [JA____], AR1536, 

P20 n.45 [JA____]. 

Although FERC must conduct a wide-ranging review of the 

consequences of construction and operation of the export infrastructure, 

FERC cannot base its decision on the effects of LNG exports per se; i.e., 

the benefits or impacts making U.S. gas available on the international 

market. Freeport I, 827 F.3d at 40, 47-48. These issues are outside the 

narrow scope of FERC’s delegated authority; the Department of Energy 

has retained “exclusive authority over the export of natural gas as a 

commodity,” pursuant to 15 U.S.C. § 717b(a). Id; Sierra Club v. FERC, 

867 F.3d 1357, 1373 (D.C. Cir. 2017) (“Sabal Trail”).  

The Department of Energy, in turn, must automatically approve 

exports to “free trade agreement” (“FTA”) nations—i.e., nations “with 

which there is in effect a free trade agreement requiring national 

treatment for trade in natural gas.” 15 U.S.C § 717b(c).2 For proposals 

 

2 These nations are Australia, Bahrain, Canada, Chile, Columbia, 

Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Jordan, 

Mexico, Morocco, Nicaragua, Oman, Panama, Peru, Republic of Korea, 

and Singapore. AR1389 Ex.78 at 2 [JA____]. 
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to export to other, non-free trade agreement (“non-FTA”) nations, the 

Department must make a case-specific public interest determination. 

Freeport II, 867 F.3d at 202. At the time FERC approved the Texas and 

Annova projects, each had received the automatic approval to export to 

FTA nations, and each had a pending application for non-FTA 

authorization. TR1391, P7 [JA____], AR1536, P8 [JA____-____]. 

 

B. National Environmental Policy Act 

NEPA aims to protect the environment by requiring agencies to 

look before they leap. Before taking action significantly affecting the 

environment, an agency must prepare an “Environmental Impact 

Statement” (“EIS”), which includes considerations such as “the 

environmental impact of the proposed action,” “any adverse 

environmental effects which cannot be avoided should the proposal be 

implemented,” and “alternatives to the proposed action.” 42 U.S.C. § 

4332(C). The Council on Environmental Quality (“CEQ”) promulgates 

regulations that bind all other federal agencies’ implementation of 

NEPA, and courts defer to CEQ’s interpretations of NEPA and the 
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implementing regulations. Cabinet Mountains Wilderness/Scotchman’s 

Peak Grizzly Bears v. Peterson, 685 F.2d 678, 682 (D.C. Cir. 1982). 

Taking a hard look at environmental impacts also requires 

considering “environmental justice,” e.g., whether projects “will have a 

‘disproportionately high and adverse’ impact on low-income and 

predominantly minority communities.” Sabal Trail, 867 F.3d at 1368 

(citing Executive Order 12,898, 59 FR 7,629 (Feb. 11, 1994)). CEQ and 

EPA have promulgated guidance interpreting this obligation. CEQ, 

Environmental Justice: Guidance Under the National Environmental 

Policy Act (1997), (“CEQ Guidance”); EPA, Promising Practices for EJ 

Methodologies in NEPA Reviews: Report of the Federal Interagency 

Working Group on Environmental Justice & NEPA Committee (2016) 

(“EJ-IWG Guidance”); EPA, Final Guidance for Incorporating 

Environmental Justice Concerns in EPA’s NEPA Compliance Analyses 

(1998) (“EPA Guidance”). 

NEPA requires a broad perspective: an EIS must address 

foreseeable indirect effects, cumulative impacts, connected actions, and 

similar actions. 40 C.F.R. §§ 1508.7, 1508.8(b); Del. Riverkeeper Network 
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v. FERC, 753 F.3d 1304, 1309 (D.C. Cir. 2014) (citing 40 C.F.R. § 

1508.25), City of Davis v. Coleman, 521 F.2d 661 (9th Cir. 1975).  

NEPA’s procedural requirements have “twin aims:” to ensure that 

the agency’s decisions are fully informed, and to facilitate public 

participation by ensuring “that the agency will inform the public that it 

has indeed considered environmental concerns in its decisionmaking.” 

Baltimore Gas & Elec. Co. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, 462 U.S. 87, 97 

(1983) (citation omitted). 

 Factual Background 

A. Description of the Projects 

Texas LNG and Annova propose to construct similar LNG export 

facilities on opposite sides of the Brownsville Ship Channel, in Texas’s 

Rio Grande Valley. The projects will liquefy and export 4 and 6.95 

million tons per year of LNG, respectively, using electrically-powered 

liquefaction equipment and electricity purchased from the grid. TR1374, 

2-6 [JA____], AR1513, 1-1, 2-1 – 2-2 [JA____, ____-____]. In addition to 

the liquefaction equipment, each terminal will require gas 

pretreatment, flares, and other infrastructure, which will emit several 
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hundred tons per year of nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide, and other 

air pollution. TR1374 4-181 - 4-182 [JA____], AR1513 4-185 - 4-186 

[JA____]. After gas is liquefied, it will be loaded onto specialized tankers 

and delivered to foreign markets, with the terminals requiring an 

estimated 74 and 125 vessels per year. TR1374, 2-9 [JA____], AR1513, 

2-8 [JA____]. The terminal footprints will occupy 248.2 and 412 acres, 

with additional lands impacted during construction. TR1374, 2-14 

[JA____], AR1513, 2-9 [JA____].  

 

B. Surrounding Community & Environment 

The Brownsville Ship Channel extends from the Port of 

Brownsville to the Gulf of Mexico, passing the Laguna Atascosa 

National Wildlife Refuge and the Cities of Port Isabel and South Padre 

Island along the way. See TR1374, 4-106 [JA____].  

The communities closest to the terminals are predominantly 

Hispanic or Latino with a high percentage of residents living below the 

poverty line. AR1513, 4-146 [JA____], TR1374, 4-156 [JA____]. The 

surrounding county, Cameron County, is 88% Hispanic or Latino and 

more than 30% of its residents live below the poverty line. Id.  
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The local economies depend on tourism, fishing, and shrimping. 

Tourism contributes over $800 million a year to Cameron County’s 

economy, and Cameron County is 11th out of all 254 Texas Counties for 

visitor spending. AR1513, 4-132 [JA____], TR1374, 4-152 [JA____]. 

South Padre Island alone draws $370 million a year to Cameron 

County’s economy and supports over one-third of jobs occupied by 

residents of Port Isabel and Laguna Vista. AR1389, 34 [JA____]; 

TR1302, 24 [JA____]. 

Ecotourism, specifically, is a major draw. The Environmental 

Protection Agency describes this area as “part of a unique coastal 

ecosystem, with relatively low environmental impacts to date.” AR983, 

2 [JA___]. The majority of area tourists engage in outdoor recreation, 

including wildlife viewing and visits to the beach, local, state, and 

national parks. AR1513, 4-133 [JA____]; TR1374, 4-152 [JA____]. 

Ecotourism in the Rio Grande Valley, which includes Hidalgo, Willacy, 

and Cameron Counties, generates $100 to $170 million annually and 

employs several thousand people. AR1389, 32-34 [JA____]; TR1302, 22-

23 [JA____].  
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Fishing and shrimping are additional major components of the 

local economy, and are intertwined with tourism. The two ports nearest 

the terminal, the Port of Brownsville and Port Isabel, combined are the 

second largest fishing port by value along the Gulf of Mexico. AR1513, 

4-134 [JA____]; TR1374, 4-154 [JA____]. 

 

C. Impacts of the Projects 

The two terminals, in conjunction with the concurrently approved 

Rio Grande LNG terminal, will have wide-reaching impacts on the 

environment and surrounding communities. 

The Texas and Annova terminals will be new sources of air 

pollution, and will together emit over 488 tons of nitrogen oxides, 497 

tons of carbon monoxide, and 191 tons of sulfur dioxide annually, 

including both stationary and mobile sources (such as LNG vessels). 

AR1513, 4-185 - 4-186 [JA____-____]; TR1374, 4-181 - 4-182 [JA____-

____]. Although the EISs state that the impact of these air emissions 

would be “minor,” FERC’s rehearing orders acknowledged that when 

stationary and mobile source emissions were considered together, the 

cumulative impact of the three concurrently approved terminals would 
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be a 19.6 part per billion (“ppb”) increase in ambient ozone levels, up to 

76.5 ppb, exceeding the 70 ppb threshold used by the national ambient 

air quality standard (“NAAQS”). AR1513, 4-190, 4-329 [JA____, ____]; 

TR1374, 4-187, 4-342 [JA____, ____]; AR1547, P44 [JA____]; TR1403, 

P50 [JA____].  

The projects, together with the Rio Grande terminal, will also 

cause “permanent and moderate” harm to commercial fishing and 

tourism. AR1513, 4-321 [JA____]; TR1374 4-332 - 4-333 [JA____-____]. 

LNG vessels will physically block fishing and shrimping boats moving 

to and from port, as a moving security zone may be required around 

moving LNG vessels that is wider than the ship channel. TR1374 4-331 

- 4-332 [JA____]. Vessels from the three LNG terminals would 

cumulatively block the ship channel for 40 hours each week, or 35% of 

daylight hours in a year. Id.  

The LNG vessels will also harm fish and shrimp directly. For 

example, these vessels take in water for engine cooling at the terminal, 

and larval fish and shrimp are killed (entrained) at the water intake. 

FERC estimates that Annova, with 125 ships per year, will “affect 

between 1.3 and 2.8 million larval fish and 237,000 and 512,000 larval 
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shrimp per year by cooling water intake.” AR1513, 4-60 [JA____]. FERC 

estimates that Texas, with 74 ships per year, will affect “an estimated 

3,414,212 larval fish and 606,300 larval shrimp annually.” TR1374, 4-

72 [JA____]. FERC did not respond to Petitioners’ request to explain 

why FERC estimates twice the number of larva entrained per ship for 

Texas than for Annova. See TR1394, 5 [JA____]; TR1539, 5 [JA____]. 

The projects would also significantly impact visual resources, 

which FERC acknowledges could impact tourism. AR1536, P20 [JA___], 

TR1391, P18 [JA___]. The resulting permanent changes in the 

landscape’s character “could cause some visitors to choose to vacation 

elsewhere or alter their recreation activities to destinations in the 

region that are further from the Brownsville LNG project sites.” 

AR1513, 4-321 [JA____]; TR1374, 4-332 [JA____].  

The projects will also have significant impacts on endangered 

ocelots, as a result of habitat modification and increased vehicle strikes 

from construction traffic, and on the endangered northern aplomado 

falcon. AR1513, 5-6 [JA____], TR1374, 4-317 [JA____]. 

Finally, the projects will emit sizeable amounts of greenhouse 

gasses. Operation of the Texas and Annova terminals and associated 
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mobile sources will emit roughly 610,000 and 370,000 metric tons of 

carbon dioxide equivalent each year, respectively. TR1374, 4-181 – 4-

182 [JA____-____], AR1513, 4-185 – 4-186 [JA____-____]. Generating the 

electricity used to power liquefaction equipment will emit additional, 

significantly higher, volumes of greenhouse gases: FERC estimates 

several million tons per year for the Annova project, although FERC did 

not estimate these emissions for Texas. AR1513, 3-20 [JA____]. 

 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

FERC admitted that the project would contribute to unhealthy 

ozone levels, but failed to address where, how often, how many people 

would be affected, or whether this would lead to a change in the region’s 

attainment status. This is not a hard look. Part II. 

FERC’s conclusion that the project would not disproportionately 

harm minority and low-income communities was unsupported, where 

FERC failed to properly evaluate the “affected communities” who would 

be exposed to project impacts or those communities’ susceptibility to 

such impacts. Part III. 
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FERC’s failure to evaluate the impact of greenhouse gas 

emissions, based on a purported lack of necessary information, violated 

40 C.F.R. § 1502.22(b)(4), which requires use of “methods generally 

accepted in the scientific community.” The social cost of carbon protocol 

is such a method, and FERC’s refusal to use it was arbitrary. Part IV. 

FERC violated Natural Gas Act section 3 by failing to explain 

whether and how it determined that the projects’ benefits outweighed 

their adverse impacts. Without such balancing, FERC could not 

rationally conclude that the projects were in the public interest. Part V. 

 

STANDING 

Vecinos para el Bienestar de la Comunidad Costera and Sierra 

Club are non-profit environmental organizations with members who 

live, work, and recreate in areas that will be affected by the 

construction and operation of the projects. Roux Decl. ¶¶ 3-4; Hinojosa 

Decl. ¶¶ 4, 6, 8. Save RGV is not a membership organization, but is led, 

guided, and funded by persons who also recreate in areas affected by 

the projects, and Save RGV has standing to sue on their behalf. 

Chapman Decl. ¶ 5; Flyers Rights Educ. Fund, Inc. v. U.S. Dep’t of 
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Transportation, 957 F.3d 1359, 1361-62 (D.C. Cir. 2020). The City of 

Port Isabel has standing because it will be impacted by, inter alia, 

traffic, safety hazards, air pollution, and disruption of the fishing and 

tourism industries. Hockema Decl. ¶¶ 3-13; City of Bos. Delegation v. 

FERC, 897 F.3d 241, 250 (D.C. Cir. 2018). 

Petitioners and their members will be injured by the air pollution 

emitted as a result of the projects. Vecinos’ members regularly travel 

along highway 48, adjacent to the Texas LNG site and near the Annova 

site, and live and work in nearby Laguna Heights. Roux Decl. ¶¶ 7, 9-

11; Sosa Decl. ¶¶ 8, 10-12. They will be exposed to air pollution from the 

projects in these locations. Vecinos’ members are particularly worried 

about air pollution impacts because of their existing health concerns 

and the limited access to healthcare in the communities of Laguna 

Heights and Port Isabel. Id. Sierra Club and Save RGV members boat 

in the Brownsville Ship Channel, Branch Decl. ¶ 7, and recreate at the 

land on or near the Annova and Texas sites, Chapman ¶ 6-7, Hinojosa 

Decl. ¶¶ 6, 8, where they will be exposed to increased air pollution. 

Increased air pollution will injure the City of Port Isabel because many 

of its “residents are uninsured, and medical conditions, including 
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asthma, diabetes and obesity are more prevalent in the local population 

than in the state and the nation.” Hockema Decl. ¶¶ 11-12. Air pollution 

that exacerbates residents’ health problems could require Port Isabel to 

expend more resources on health care. Id. 

Petitioners and their members will also be injured by the aesthetic 

impacts of the projects. The terminals will be visible from highway 48, 

the ship channel, and other places petitioners’ members recreate, 

degrading the scenery at these locations and members’ enjoyment 

thereof. Roux Decl. ¶¶ 8, 13; Sosa Decl. ¶¶ 9, 14; Hinojosa Decl. ¶ 8; 

Branch Decl. ¶ 6; Chapman Decl. ¶ 7. Visual impacts of the terminals 

and associated vessel traffic will also risk injure petitioners and their 

members by making the area less attractive to tourists, harming the 

industry that supports members’ livelihoods and that is important to 

Port Isabel. Roux Decl. ¶¶ 7, 12; Sosa Decl. ¶¶ 7, 13; Hockema Decl. 

¶¶ 9-10.  

The terminals’ impacts on fish, shrimp, and aquatic habitat will 

injure members who go fishing with their families in the area 

surrounding the projects. Sosa Decl. ¶ 9. Harm to fishing and shrimping 

will also further impact the tourism industry that supports members 
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and the City of Port Isabel. Roux Decl. ¶¶ 7, 12; Sosa Decl. ¶¶ 7, 13; 

Hockema Decl. ¶¶ 9, 10. 

This Court can redress the harm to these members by vacating 

the Certificate Order and remanding to FERC. See Sabal Trail, 867 

F.3d at 335. 

 

ARGUMENT 

 Standard of Review 

FERC’s decision “will be set aside as arbitrary and capricious if it 

is not the product of reasoned decisionmaking.” Del. Riverkeeper, 753 

F.3d at 1313. The court must determine whether the agency has 

“examine[d] the relevant data” and made “a rational connection 

between the facts found and the choice made.” Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n 

of U.S., Inc. v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 463 U.S. 29, 31, 43 (1983) 

(internal quotation marks omitted). While this Court will accord 

deference to FERC’s “relevant or scientific expertise,” “[t]he technical 

complexity of the analysis does not relieve the agency of the burden to 

consider all relevant factors and to identify the stepping stones to its 
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final decision.” Gas Appliance Mfrs. Ass’n, Inc. v. DOE, 998 F.2d 1041, 

1046 (D.C. Cir. 1993). 

 FERC Failed to Take A Hard Look at Ozone Impacts 

 

FERC violated NEPA by failing to take a hard look at the impacts 

of the projects’ contribution to ozone pollution. FERC has admitted that 

the analyses presented in the Texas LNG and Annova EISs are simply 

wrong: neither EIS addressed the impact of ozone-forming pollution 

from mobile sources, despite the fact that mobile sources constitute the 

majority of such pollution attributable to these projects. FERC 

addressed mobile sources for the first time in the orders denying 

rehearing, in which FERC predicts that the three Brownsville LNG 

terminals will cumulatively contribute to ozone levels of 76.5 ppb, 

exceeding the 70 ppb threshold set by the national ambient air quality 

standards (“NAAQS”). AR1547, P44 [JA____]; TR1403, P50 [JA____]. 

Even if FERC could rely on such late disclosures to show NEPA 

compliance, the rehearing orders would fall far short of a hard look: 

FERC provides no analysis of who will be exposed, where, how often, 
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how severely, or with what consequence. FERC also fails to evaluate 

whether mitigation could have reduced harmful impacts.  

Neither the Texas nor the Annova EIS took the required hard look 

at the projects’ individual or cumulative contributions to ozone 

pollution. In each, FERC reasoned that “because the Project would be a 

minor” source of emissions of the “ozone precursors” nitrogen oxides 

(NOx) and volatile organic chemicals (VOC) for purposes of the Clean 

Air Act’s prevention of significant deterioration program, “an ozone 

impact assessment is not required.” TR1374, 4-185 [JA____]; AR1513, 4-

188 [JA____]. In the Annova EIS, this ended the inquiry: this EIS does 

not discuss cumulative impacts on ozone levels at all. AR1513, 4-326 - 

4-329 [JA____-____]. In the Texas EIS, FERC briefly discussed the 

cumulative impact of the three Brownsville terminals’ stationary source 

emissions of ozone precursors, but ignored mobile source emissions. 

TR1374, 4-339 [JA____].3 The Texas EIS concluded that the three 

 

3 The Texas EIS’s analysis of cumulative impacts essentially 

summarizes FERC’s analysis from the Rio Grande EIS. Accordingly, 

FERC’s criticism, in the Texas rehearing order, that petitioners’ 
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projects’ stationary source emissions would cumulatively increase ozone 

levels by 12.76 ppb, to 69.76 ppb, just below the 70 ppb NAAQS 

threshold. Id.  

As FERC has since admitted, mobile sources—in particular, LNG 

ship traffic—are Texas’s and Annova’s largest sources of ozone 

precursor emissions. See Rio Grande LNG, LLC, 170 FERC ¶ 61,046, 

PP51-56, 61-62 (Oct. 12, 2018). Accounting for LNG ships and other 

mobile sources increases Annova’s and Texas’ emissions of NOx, the 

primary contributor to ozone here, by over 200% and 140%, respectively. 

AR1513, 4-185 - 4-186 [JA____, ____]; TR1374, 4-181 - 4-184 [JA____-

____]. Mobile sources are also a major component of the Rio Grande 

project’s NOx emissions. Rio Grande LNG LLC, 170 FERC ¶ 61,046, 

P55 (Oct. 12, 2018). Once FERC accounted for these emissions, FERC 

concluded that the cumulative impact of the three projects would be to 

 

“concern appears to be directed at the proceeding for the nearby Rio 

Grande LNG Terminal Project” is misplaced. TR1403, P36 [JA____]. 

Petitioners appropriately criticized FERC’s use, in the Texas 

proceeding, of the same flawed analysis used for Rio Grande. TR1539, 2 

[JA___]. 
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increase ozone levels by 19.6 ppb, to 76.5 ppb, far beyond the 70 ppb 

NAAQS threshold. See AR1547, P44 [JA____]; TR1403, P50 [JA____] 

(citing Rio Grande LNG LLC, 170 FERC ¶ 61,046, PP51-56, 61-62 (Oct. 

12, 2018)).  

These belated acknowledgements4 of the total project emissions 

fall far short of the hard look NEPA requires. Taking a hard look 

requires more than merely acknowledging that ozone levels may reach 

76.5 ppb sometime, somewhere, and might affect people. Kern v. U.S. 

Bureau of Land Management, 284 F.3d 1062, 1075 (9th Cir. 2002) 

(“General statements about possible effects and ‘some risk’ do not 

constitute a hard look absent a justification regarding why more 

definitive information could not be provided.”). Ozone pollution can 

cause “decreased lung function and airway inflammation, with 

 

4 FERC’s late inclusion of mobile sources and its resulting revised 

conclusion that the cumulative impacts of ozone could cause violations 

of the NAAQS in the rehearing order, rather than in the EIS, deprived 

Petitioners and other members of the public of commenting on the 

health and other impacts of this significant finding and of having the 

agency meaningfully consider these responses in its final determination 

of the projects’ compliance with NEPA and NGA.  
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respiratory symptoms including coughing, throat irritation, chest 

tightness, wheezing or shortness of breath” and an exacerbation of 

existing respiratory disease such as asthma or chronic obstructive 

pulmonary disease. AR1547, P46 [JA____]; TR1403, P52 [JA____]. The 

magnitude of these impacts depends on how often, for how long, and by 

how much ozone levels exceed the 70 ppb threshold in different 

locations. See Murray Energy Corp. v. EPA, 936 F.3d 597, 606 (D.C. Cir. 

2019) (discussing the extensive studies EPA considered in lowering the 

8-hour ozone standard in 2015 from 75 ppb to 70 ppb, including inter 

alia studies that evaluated health impacts depending on the length of 

exposure and the number of occurrences above different levels). But 

here, FERC has not provided any analysis of how often ozone may reach 

unhealthy levels, for how long, the area and population affected, or 

indeed, any other information beyond the admission that cumulative 

ozone impacts might be a problem. 

In addition to failing to provide this basic factual analysis, FERC 

never re-evaluates its prior conclusions that impacts to air quality 

would be “minor” and “not expected to [be] significant.” TR1374, 4-339, 

4-342 [JA____,____]; AR1513, 4-327 [JA____] (emphasis added). After 
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acknowledging that the projects could in fact cause ozone levels 

exceeding the NAAQS threshold, which FERC itself uses “as a proxy for 

potential health impacts,” FERC fails to revisit its conclusions about 

the significance of the cumulative impacts on regional air quality or 

whether NAAQS exceedances would occur in populated areas. See 

generally AR1547, PP33-47 [JA____ - ____]; TR1403, PP34-53 [JA____-

____]. FERC thus violated NEPA by failing to re-evaluate the 

significance of the serious ozone pollution impacts of the projects. See 40 

C.F.R. §§ 1508.8(b) (EIS must address effects on “health”, including 

cumulative effects); 1508.27(b)(2) (agencies must evaluate “[t]he degree 

to which the proposed action affects public health or safety”). 

FERC’s failure to take a hard look at cumulative ozone impacts is 

illustrated by juxtaposition with FERC’s treatment of nitrogen dioxide 

(“NO2”), the other pollutant which FERC predicts will exceed the 

NAAQS threshold as a result of the three projects’ cumulative impacts. 

For NO2, FERC conducted modeling to predict where exceedances 

would occur, concluding that unhealthy air would be limited to an area 

“between the fence lines of the Rio Grande LNG and Texas LNG 

Terminals,” where it was “unlikely, but possible” that anyone would be 
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exposed. AR1513, 4-327 [JA____]; TR1374, 4-338 [JA____]. FERC 

further disclosed what level of pollution was predicted to occur for the 

closest residential areas (below 75 μg/m3) compared to the NAAQS 

standard (188 μg/m3). AR1513, 4-327 [JA____]; TR1374, 4-338 [JA____]. 

In the Texas LNG EIS, FERC also included a map visually showing 

these predicted concentrations of NO2 near the facilities and the closest 

residential communities of Port Isabel and Laguna Heights. TR1374, 4-

340 [JA____].  

In contrast, FERC’s entire analysis of ozone impacts is the bare 

admission that “[d]uring exceedance events, people in the surrounding 

communities might experience a number of health effects.” AR1547, P46 

[JA____] (emphasis added); TR1403, P52 [JA____] (same). 

Finally, FERC fails to address whether mitigation measures could 

possibly ameliorate or prevent the ozone violations. For example, FERC 

includes no discussion of whether mitigation measures could reduce the 

sizable air emissions from the projects’ vessels. FERC must take a hard 

look at the impacts that will occur and discuss whether there are 

“[m]eans to mitigate adverse environmental impacts.” 40 C.F.R. § 

1502.16(h); see Robertson v. Methow Valley Citizens Council, 490 U.S. 
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332, 351-52 (1989) (“[O]ne important ingredient of an EIS is the 

discussion of steps that can be taken to mitigate adverse environmental 

consequences.”); see, e.g., S. Coast Air Quality Mgmt. Dist. v. FERC, 621 

F.3d 1085, 1093-94 (9th Cir. 2010) (holding FERC’s EIS for a natural 

gas pipeline complied with NEPA where in response to commenters’ 

concerns that the project’s emissions would “substantially increase 

emissions of the ozone precursor NOx… making attainment of the 

Federal air quality standards more difficult,” FERC evaluated and 

imposed “effective measures to mitigate the impact”).  

By failing to address the impacts of its late disclosure that the 

projects could contribute to violations of national air quality standards 

for ozone, FERC failed to take the hard look NEPA requires. 

 FERC Failed to Take A Hard Look at Environmental 

Justice Impacts 

A. Environmental Justice Analysis Methodology  

A NEPA environmental justice (“EJ”) analysis first requires the 

agency to identify any minority or low-income populations (“EJ 

populations”) in the project affected area (“identification process”); then, 

the agency must analyze whether a project’s impacts are significant or 
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exceed accepted norms, and whether those impacts will have 

disproportionately high and adverse effects on the EJ community 

(“impacts analysis”). CEQ Guidance at 9, 25-27; EJ-IWG Guidance at 

21-46; EPA Guidance §§2.1, 2.2. FERC identifies this as a “three step 

process” where the last two steps comprise the impacts analysis. 

TR1403, P39 [JA____]; AR1547, P33 [JA___]. An agency’s determination 

of disproportionality should consider both the demographics of the 

affected areas and unique factors that may amplify a project’s effects in 

EJ populations. CEQ Guidance at 9. Identification of a comparison 

population (“comparison group”) can highlight disproportionate impacts 

on EJ populations. EJ-IWG Guidance at 40. 

B. FERC’s Environmental Justice Analysis  

For Annova, FERC identifies minority and low-income populations 

in two census block groups in a one-mile radius of the terminal site. 

AR1513, 4-144 [JA___]. The Hispanic or Latino population of the census 

block groups are 72% and 98%, exceeding 50% of the population. Id. at 

4-146 [JA___]. In both of the census block groups, the population living 

below the poverty line exceeds 20%. Id. at 4-146 [JA____]. For Texas, 
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FERC also identifies minority and low-income populations in five 

census block groups in a two-mile radius of the terminal site. TR1374 4-

156 [JA___]. The Hispanic or Latino population of the five census block 

groups ranges from 20-95.1%, and exceeds 50% in four of the five census 

block groups. Id. [JA___]. In all five of the census block groups, more 

than 20% of the population lives below the poverty line. Id. [JA___]. 

FERC also notes that the population of the surrounding Cameron 

County also meets the definition of an EJ population (for both minority 

and low-income populations). AR1547, P34 [JA___]; see TR1403, P40 

[JA___]. 

After identifying EJ communities near each of the terminals in 

the EISs, FERC includes no analysis of how any of the standalone 

impacts from each facility could impact identified EJ populations other 

than generally referring to the environmental and health effects in 

other sections of the EISs. AR1513, 4-146 [JA___]; TR1374, 4-157 

[JA___]. Without discussing how any of the projects’ impacts on EJ 

populations could be distinct from the effects on the general population, 

FERC concludes “there is no evidence that these communities would be 

disproportionately affected by the Project or that impacts on these 
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communities would appreciably exceed impacts on the general 

population.” AR1513, 4-147 [JA___]; TR1374, 4-157 [JA___].  

FERC does not even mention, let alone provide a reasoned 

analysis of, any of the projects’ cumulative impacts that FERC 

determines would be “significant,” such as impacts on visual resources 

that could harm local tourism. AR1513, 4-322 [JA___], TR1374, 4-333 

[JA___], AR1536, P20 [JA___], TR1391, P18 [JA___].  

For cumulative impacts, FERC only includes a cursory reference 

to limited construction impacts. AR1513, 4-322 [JA___] (finding that the 

only cumulative impacts on EJ populations would be “minor and 

temporary traffic delays and potential impacts on public schools during 

construction”); TR1374, 4-333 [JA___] (same). FERC then concludes 

these cumulative impacts “would be the same for all communities 

regardless of race or income” and without engaging in any additional 

analysis or explaining its reasoning, concludes that the terminals are 

“not expected to contribute to cumulative disproportionate, adverse 

effects on minority and low-income residents in the area.” TR1374, 4-

333-4-334 [JA___-____]; see also AR1513, 4-322 [JA___].  

In its rehearing orders, FERC doubles-down, explaining that: 
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[b]ecause here all project-affected populations are 

minority or low-income populations, or both, it is 

not possible that impacts will be 

disproportionately concentrated on minority and 

low-income populations versus on some other 

project-affected comparison group.  

  

AR1547, P39 [JA____] (emphasis added); TR1403, P45 [JA____]. FERC 

then acknowledges for the first time that even if the entire affected area 

contains EJ populations, harms may still be disproportionate if a 

project’s impacts are “amplified by factors unique to the affected 

population.” Id. After noting that FERC’s rehearing order for the Rio 

Grande LNG projects concluded that cumulative ozone levels could 

exceed the NAAQS, FERC includes in the Annova and Texas rehearing 

orders a limited recitation of statewide and national data about the 

prevalence of respiratory conditions based on race. AR1547, PP44, 47 

[JA___,___]; TR1403, PP50, 53 [JA___,___]. FERC then concludes the 

“information does not show that the anticipated exposure to ozone … 

would result in a disproportionately high and adverse impact to 

[minority and low-income] communities.” AR 1547, P47 [JA___]; 

TR1403, P53 [JA___]. 
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C. FERC Failed to Take A Hard Look at Whether Adverse Impacts to 

Environmental Justice Populations Are Disproportionate  

FERC’s analysis of whether adverse impacts disproportionately 

harm EJ populations is arbitrary and capricious because it is not the 

product of “reasoned decisionmaking.” Del. Riverkeeper, 753 F.3d at 

1313 (internal quotation and citation omitted). It is deficient for three 

reasons. First, FERC failed to adequately explain its choice of project 

affected populations and comparison groups based on the scope of the 

projects’ impacts. Second, FERC failed to analyze potential EJ impacts 

for most of the projects’ recognized environmental effects. Third, FERC 

failed to evaluate factors unique to the identified EJ populations that 

could amplify adverse impacts from air pollution and local economic 

impacts.  

1. FERC Failed to Provide a Rational Connection Between Its 

Chosen “Project Affected Populations” and The Projects’ 

Impacts  

Agency determinations of affected and comparison populations in 

an EJ analysis must be “reasonable and adequately explained” and 

include “a rational connection between the facts found and the decision 
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made.” See Cmtys. Against Runway Expansion, Inc. v. FAA, 355 F.3d 

678, 685, 689 (D.C. Cir. 2004) (affirming the agency’s “reasonable and 

adequately explained” EJ methodology for its choice of affected and 

comparison populations based on the distance of noise impacts); Motor 

Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n of the U.S., Inc. v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins., 463 

U.S. 29, 43 (1983). The geographic areas for determining project 

affected populations and comparison groups should be based on the 

specific impacts of a project and thus will likely vary for different types 

of impacts. See EJ-IWG Guidance at 15; EPA Guidance §1.2 (“The 

effects of the proposed action will often vary depending on the distance 

of the affected community from the action and the type of effect created 

by the action.”). The geographic unit of analysis for the EJ assessment 

should also “be chosen so as not to artificially dilute or inflate the 

affected minority population.” Standing Rock Sioux Tribe v. U.S. Army 
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Corps of Eng’rs, 255 F.Supp.3d 101, 137 (D.D.C. 2017)5 (quoting CEQ 

Guidance at 26). 

In the EJ analysis examined by Communities Against Runway 

Expansion, the Federal Aviation Administration (“FAA”) modeled the 

contours for different increased noise levels from an airport expansion 

project, and then compared the demographics of the population 

predicted to be affected by noise over 65 decibels to the demographics of 

a comparison group made up of everyone in the surrounding county 

intersected by the noise contours to determine if the project would 

disproportionately impact EJ populations. 355 F.3d at 689; see FAA, 

Draft Environmental Impact Statement: Logan Airside Improvements 

Planning Project, 8-26 (1999) (“Logan DEIS”). FAA mapped and 

 

5 The court has issued several subsequent opinions in this case, 

but only one has addressed the Corps’ environmental justice analysis, 

although in another context. Standing Rock Sioux Tribe v. U.S. Army 

Corps of Eng’rs, 282 F. Supp. 3d 91, 100, 101 (D.D.C. 2017) (evaluating 

the appropriate remedy on remand to the agency in the context of 

whether an EIS, rather than an EA, was required, and concluding that 

“the flaws in the Corps’ environmental-justice analysis d[id] not support 

vacatur” in part because “the Corps [wa]s likely to justify issuing an 

EA, rather than completing an EIS”).  
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tabulated extensive demographic information comparing how minority 

and low-income populations would be impacted at different decibel 

levels for the various project alternatives. Id.; FAA, Final 

Environmental Impact Statement: Logan Airside Improvements 

Planning Project, 3-54 - 3-55, 3-61 (2002) (“Logan FEIS”). Furthermore, 

FAA also explained why it chose noise impacts to delineate the 

potentially affected area: “because noise is the most geographically 

widespread impact.” Logan FEIS at 3-49. This Court upheld FAA’s 

methodology for choosing the comparison population for noise impacts 

as “reasonable and adequately explained” and found that “FAA’s choice 

among reasonable analytical methodologies is entitled to deference 

from this court.” Communities Against Runway Expansion, 355 F.3d at 

688-689 (emphasis added).  

This Court has thus upheld an agency’s EJ analysis as reasonable 

when the agency’s EJ methodology is based on the geographic scope of a 

project’s impacts—but FERC hasn’t done that here. See id. at 689. Here, 

FERC defines the project affected population for EJ cumulative impacts 

as communities within a two-mile radius from the facilities. AR1513, 4-
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322 [JA____]; TR1374, 4-333 [JA____].6 FERC’s sole explanation for its 

chosen distance in the Annova EIS is that these communities “would 

be the most likely to experience the effects from the project due to 

proximity.” AR1513, 4-322 [JA____].7 The Texas EIS offers no 

explanation for why it limited its geographic scope for all EJ impacts 

to a two-mile radius. See TR1374, 4-333 [JA____].  

In contrast, in both EISs, FERC clearly defines the geographic 

scope of each of the projects’ cumulative environmental impacts outside 

of the EJ analysis - many at distances much greater than two miles, 

such as:  

● 31 miles or 50 kilometers for air quality;  

 

6 For Annova, FERC never clearly defines the geographic scope for 

analyzing the project’s standalone (rather than cumulative) impacts on 

EJ communities, although it appears to be a one-mile radius around the 

facility. AR1513, 4-143 - 4-146 [JA____-____]. For Texas’ standalone 

effects, FERC states the affected area is the 5 census blocks within 2 

miles of the facility, but once again provides no explanation as to why it 

selected this scope. TR1374, 4-155 [JA____].  

7 Yet, FERC then acknowledges that some construction impacts 

(for example, traffic and public school enrollment) are “outside the 

geographic scope for cumulative impacts for environmental justice.” 

AR1513, 4-322 [JA____]. 
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● 12.5 miles from the Texas facility and 5.1 miles from the 

Annova facility for visual resources;  

● the Brownsville Shipping Channel and shipping lanes for 

marine transportation; and  

● the Bahia Grande-Brownsville Ship Channel watershed (a 

“large area” covering “about 234,353 acres”) for aquatic 

resources and wildlife impacts.  

AR1513, 4-279 - 4-281 [JA____-____] (Table 4.13.1-1); TR1374, 4-270 

[JA____] (Table 4.13-1). FERC acknowledges that the “geographic 

distribution of the area considered in the cumulative effects analysis 

varies by resource.” AR1513, 4-279 [JA____] (emphasis added). Yet, 

FERC provides no explanation for the vast disparity between its chosen 

two-mile radius for analyzing all cumulative impacts on EJ 

communities and the much larger and varying distances for many of 

these impacts outside the EJ analysis. FERC thus fails to provide any 

“rational connection” between the facts in the record and its choice of 

geographic scope for its project affected population in the EJ analysis. 

See AR1513, 4-322 [JA____]; TR1374, 4-333 [JA____].  
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Moreover, FERC does not identify in either EIS what comparative 

population is used to evaluate whether impacts disproportionately fall 

on the EJ communities within its selected geographic scope. See id. 

Only in the rehearing orders does FERC explain that the population of 

Cameron County, which also meets the definition of an EJ population, 

is used as a comparative population “because that is where the LNG 

facility will be located, and no other alternatives would meet the 

projects’ purpose and need.” AR1547, P39 [JA____]; TR1403, P45 

[JA____].  

The projects’ impacts from air pollution illustrate why FERC’s 

choice of affected population and comparison group matters for its 

determination of whether the impacts disproportionately harm EJ 

populations. As with all other impacts, FERC never explains why it 

uses a two-mile radius to analyze the impacts to EJ populations from 

increased air pollution, including from ozone pollution that FERC 

concludes upon rehearing could violate national air quality standards. 

See AR1547, PP 44, 45 n.158 [JA____, ____]; AR1513, 4-322 [JA____]; 

TR1403, PP 50, 51 n.194 [JA____, ____]; TR1374, 4-333 [JA____]. The 

narrow scope of this EJ analysis is contrary to FERC’s own findings 
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that the geographic scope of air quality impacts can extend 50 

kilometers generally and the recognized regional impacts of ozone 

pollution. AR1513, 4-326 [JA____]; TR1374, 4-337 [JA____]; see EPA, 

National Ambient Air Quality Standards for Ozone, 80 Fed. Reg. 65292, 

65294 (Oct. 26, 2015) (EPA has explained that ozone formation and 

impacts are of a “regional nature”). If FERC had instead defined the 

population affected by air pollution based on this broader region, and 

then compared the demographics to a larger comparison group, such as 

the state, then its conclusion that the impacts on air quality “would be 

the same for all communities regardless of race or income” would likely 

not have held true. See AR1513, 4-326 [JA____]; TR1374, 4-333 - 4-334 

[JA____-____]; id. at 4-156 [JA____] (tables showing demographics for 

Texas, including 37.9% of the total population Hispanic or Latino and 

17.6% below poverty). Instead, FERC’s chosen geographic scope for 

project affected populations and a comparison group are completely 

untethered to the area of actual impacts and mask potential 

disproportionate impacts to Hispanic/Latino and low-income 

populations by artificially limiting the comparative analysis to only 
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those populations with similar demographics. See Standing Rock, 255 

F.Supp.3d at 137. 

This standard—that the extent of a project’s impacts must inform 

the selection of project affected and comparison populations in an EJ 

analysis—is also one that has been applied to reject an unjustified 

agency EJ analysis. In Standing Rock, the court held the Army Corps of 

Engineers’ (“Corps”) choice of a radius of 0.5 miles to define its project 

affected population for EJ impacts from an oil pipeline was arbitrary 

and capricious, and that the Corps should have considered the unique 

potential impacts from the project (such as an oil spill) in defining the 

project affected population. 255 F.Supp.3d at 138-40. The court found 

the Corps’ justification that transportation projects and gas pipeline 

projects “typically” use this same distance to examine EJ impacts 

unpersuasive because the project was a crude oil pipeline and similar 

oil pipeline projects had recognized that much larger affected areas 

were appropriate for evaluating EJ impacts from oil spills (14 to 40 

miles downstream of pipeline river crossings). Id. at 138. Furthermore, 

the EPA had advised the Corps that “the area of analysis to assess 

potential impacts to EJ communities should correspond to the impacts 
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of the proposed project instead of only the area of construction 

disturbance.” Id. at 138-39. 

Here, unlike in Communities Against Runway Expansion, FERC 

did not just choose one “reasonable analytical methodology” over 

another for the project affected and comparison populations. Instead, 

FERC did not articulate any reasonable methodology tied to the specific 

impacts of these projects for choosing two miles as the project affected 

population for all EJ impacts, and thus FERC’s choice of project affected 

and comparison populations should not be entitled to deference from 

this Court. Furthermore, FERC chose a very limited geographic scope, 

that, like in Standing Rock, is not justified compared to the 

acknowledged larger extent of the projects’ impacts. FERC’s EJ analysis 

is thus arbitrary and capricious.  

 

2. FERC’s Failure to Analyze The Vast Majority of Impacts On 

EJ Populations Is Unreasonable and Arbitrary  

 

FERC’s methodology is further flawed in that it does not analyze 

how the vast majority of impacts from the projects will affect EJ 

communities, including impacts that FERC has deemed significant, and 
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therefore, does not provide any reasoned explanation for its bare-bones 

assertion that impacts “would be the same for all communities 

regardless of race or income.” See Part III.B, supra page 31. 

FERC’s truncated EJ impacts analysis is not in accordance with 

agency practice or caselaw. Agencies should not determine that 

proposed actions will not have disproportionate or adverse impacts 

“solely because the potential impacts of the proposed action or 

alternative on the general population would be less than significant (as 

defined by NEPA).” EJ-IWG Guidance at 39. Rather, agencies should 

evaluate all impacts of a proposed action for potential disproportionate 

or adverse impacts to EJ communities regardless of the agency’s initial 

determination of the impact’s severity because doing so may show that 

“potential impacts, which are not significant in the NEPA context, are 

particularly disproportionate or particularly severe on minority and/or 

low-income communities.” EPA Guidance, §3.2.2; see also CEQ 

Guidance at 10.  

NEPA analyses upheld by this Court included discussions of the 

projects’ impacts on EJ populations, even for impacts that weren’t 

considered significant. First, in the EIS from Communities Against 
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Runway Expansion, FAA analyzed each category of the project’s 

identified environmental impacts in the context of how they would 

impact EJ communities, such as air pollution that FAA had determined 

would be reduced by the project. Logan DEIS at 8-25 - 8-27 (discussing 

land use, noise, air quality, construction, and other impacts). Second, in 

Sabal Trail, this Court held FERC’s EJ impacts analysis was adequate 

where it “took seriously commenters’ concerns” by inter alia discussing 

the project’s air and noise impacts on a particular EJ community, even 

though FERC found the pollution was “below harmful thresholds,” and 

securing the applicant’s agreement to move a compressor station to 

mitigate EJ impacts. 867 F.3d at 1369-71. 

A “bare-bones conclusion” that an EJ community will not be 

disproportionately harmed, without more reasoned analysis of the 

impacts on that community, is not enough to satisfy NEPA’s required 

hard look. Standing Rock, 255 F.Supp.3d at 140. In Standing Rock, the 

Corps’ cursory analysis only of construction impacts and its mere 

acknowledgement that the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe “could be affected 

by an oil spill” without more discussion about the possible impacts to 

the community was “not enough to reasonably support the conclusion 
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that the Tribe will not be disproportionately affected by an oil spill.” Id. 

(citing CEQ Guidance at 9).  

Here, instead of giving a hard look to the projects’ impacts on 

identified EJ populations, FERC similarly limited its cursory EIS 

impacts discussion to traffic and school impacts during construction,8 

without analyzing the projects’ recognized significant impacts or how 

other impacts may impact EJ populations different than the general 

population, and stopped at its “bare-bones conclusion” that EJ 

communities would not be disproportionately harmed. See Standing 

Rock, 255 F.Supp.3d at 140; Part III.B, supra page 31. 

FERC reveals a fundamental flaw in its analysis by concluding 

that “it is not possible” to have disproportionate impacts because all 

project-affected populations are EJ populations. This conclusion is not 

only legally erroneous, see infra 56, but it signals to project developers 

that they can avoid any meaningful analysis of EJ impacts by simply 

 

8 FERC added a brief discussion of cumulative ozone impacts on 

EJ communities in its rehearing orders, but as explained infra Part 

III.C.3.iii, page 53, FERC’s analysis of unique factors that could 

enhance harms to EJ communities is wholly inadequate.  
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locating their facilities where the effects will only fall on minority or 

low-income communities. This is an absurd application of FERC’s 

obligation to take a hard look at a project’s impacts on EJ communities. 

A methodology so contrary to the purpose of Executive Order 12898 to 

“focus Federal attention on the environmental and human health 

conditions” in EJ populations cannot be grounded in reason. White 

House, Memorandum For the Heads of All Departments and Agencies 

(Feb. 11, 1994). Instead, EPA specifically cautions that an agency 

“should be sensitive” to this exact situation: “locations along the United 

States-Mexico border … where minority populations represent a 

majority of the population in the county.” EPA Guidance at § 3.2.1. 

Regardless of FERC’s ultimate conclusion about disproportionality, it 

was required to give a hard look to the impacts on EJ populations 

impacted by the projects. 

3. FERC Failed to Analyze Unique Factors That Could 

Disproportionately Harm EJ Populations 

Nor did FERC take a hard look at factors that likely enhance the 

impacts to EJ communities from air pollution and disruption of the local 

economy. See Standing Rock, 255 F.Supp.3d at 140 (finding the Corps’ 
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EJ analysis failed to meet the criteria for a hard look under NEPA 

when it ignored unique social and economic factors within the EJ 

community). An EJ analysis should consider factors unique to each 

identified EJ population that may enhance the severity of the impacts. 

CEQ Guidance at 9, 26-27; EPA Guidance at §§ 2.2-2.3; see also EJ-IWG 

Guidance at 29 & 45-46.  

i. Ozone Impacts Analysis  

In its rehearing orders, FERC concluded that ozone levels 

exceeding national air quality standards would not cause a 

disproportionate or adverse impact on EJ communities. AR1547, P47 

[JA____]; TR1403, P53 [JA____]. This conclusion ignores that Cameron 

County already has higher rates of ozone exposure than the majority of 

Texas and U.S. populations and also does not consider relevant factors 

within the local EJ communities that enhance the severity of increased 

ozone exposure. 

Based on data showing that the project affected area is in the 80th 

and 89th percentile for ozone exposure, respectively, compared to Texas 

and the country, FERC finds that “in the affected [EJ] populations there 

is a potential for multiple or cumulative exposure to the environmental 
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hazard of ozone and that this exposure is likely to appreciably exceed 

the exposure level in more general comparison groups.” AR1547, P45 

[JA___]; TR1403, P51 [JA___]. This shows that EJ populations in the 

project affected area could be disproportionately impacted by additional 

ozone from the projects compared to, for example, all Texans, because 

their existing exposure is already higher. See CEQ Guidance at 26-27.  

Despite this showing of disproportionality, FERC concludes that 

exposure to increased levels of ozone would not disproportionately 

impact EJ communities based solely on other limited data. AR1547, P47 

[JA____]; TR1403, P53 [JA____]. First, FERC determines that 

Hispanic/Latino children are less likely to suffer from asthma or other 

respiratory diseases than white children by comparing limited national 

and statewide data, and second, FERC cites that Cameron County has a 

lower mortality rate from chronic lower respiratory disease than other 

Texas counties. AR1547, P47 [JA____]; TR1403, P53 [JA____].  

This cursory analysis does not meet NEPA’s “hard look” 

requirement. FERC failed to analyze three additional factors that could 

result in disproportionate impacts on EJ communities from exposure to 

ozone levels above national standards: (1) levels of existing asthma or 
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respiratory disease by income, (2) age disparities, and (3) lack of access 

to health care. See EPA Guidance §2.3, Exhibit 3 (identifying age, 

income level, and access to health care as factors associated with risks 

from environmental hazards). 

First, FERC did not analyze any information about or even 

mention the prevalence of existing respiratory problems by income 

level. This alone fails NEPA’s “hard look” requirement as FERC did not 

evaluate the potential for disproportionate impacts to one of the two 

categories of identified EJ communities – low-income communities.9 See 

EJ-IWG Guidance at 30 (finding minority and low-income populations 

“may be differently affected by past, present, or reasonably foreseeable 

future impacts than the general population.”).  

Second, both the elderly and children are populations at greater 

risk of health effects from ozone exposure. NAAQS for Ozone, 80 Fed. 

 

9 Moreover, one of the census block groups FERC identified within 

Texas LNG’s project affected area (Block Group 1, Census Tract 

012305) is considered an EJ population based solely on its low-income 

population, and not the Hispanic or Latino population (because it is not 

over 50%). TR1374 4-156 [JA___].  
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Reg. 65292, 65310 (October 26, 2015). FERC recognizes that Cameron 

County has a higher proportion of both children and elderly than the 

general population of Texas. AR1547, P47 n.162 [JA____]; TR1403, P53 

n.198 [JA____]. Despite recognizing proportionately larger at-risk 

populations in the potential affected area, FERC did not analyze 

whether the prevalence of these populations results in disproportionate 

impacts from increased ozone exposure on either minority or low-income 

communities.  

Third, lack of access to healthcare is a recognized factor that 

heightens a community’s risk of environmental hazards. EPA Guidance 

at§ 2.3, Exhibit 3. In 2013, 1 in 4 individuals in Cameron County were 

uninsured – twice the national average. AR1148, 1 [JA___]; TR892, 1 

[JA___]. The county-wide inaccessibility of healthcare is heighted in the 

immediate vicinity of the terminal as there are no hospitals in the 

closest towns of Port Isabel or Laguna Heights. See TR684, 5-13 - 5-14 

[JA____-____]; AR934, 5-30 [JA____]. Residents of these towns must 

travel to Brownsville to seek hospital care. AR1389, 21 [JA____]; 

TR1302, 13 [JA____]; see also TR684, RR5-13 - 5-14 [JA____-____]; 

AR934, RR 5-30 [JA____]. FERC recognizes individuals with asthma or 
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chronic obstructive pulmonary disease may require increased 

healthcare or hospitalization from ozone levels above the NAAQS. 

AR1547, P46 [JA____]; TR1403, P52 [JA____]. Despite this evidence, 

FERC failed to analyze whether the lack of access to healthcare in 

identified EJ communities would result in disproportionate impacts 

from ozone pollution.  

ii. Air Pollution Impacts Analysis 

For all air pollutants, FERC determined that the terminals would 

have “minor” impacts on the affected populations because air pollution 

levels would be below the NAAQS.10 TR1374, 4-339, 4-342 

[JA____,____]; AR1513, 4-327 [JA____]. FERC inappropriately refused 

to evaluate the severity of impacts or who may be impacted by 

increased exposure to air pollution by relying on the NAAQS to 

minimize the terminal’s effects. Cf. Sabal Trail, 867 F.3d at 1369 

 

10 FERC made this finding in the EISs for each project for all air 

pollutants, including ozone, but as explained in Part II supra, failed to 

reevaluate its conclusion about the significance of ozone impacts in light 

of its revised findings that the projects’ cumulative ozone levels could in 

fact violate the NAAQS. 
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(finding challenges to FERC’s EJ analysis would be stronger if FERC 

“had refused entirely to discuss the demographics of the populations 

that will feel the pipelines’ effects, and had justified this refusal by 

pointing to the limited intensity, extent, and duration of those effects.”); 

see also Friends of Buckingham v. State Air Pollution Control Bd., 947 

F.3d 68, 86 (4th Cir. 2020) (finding the Board’s state law EJ analysis 

incomplete when it failed to consider “the potential degree of injury to 

the local population independent of NAAQS”). Disproportionate and 

adverse effects may occur even when an air pollutant remains below the 

NAAQS, and FERC has an obligation to analyze those effects. See EPA 

Guidance at § 3.2.2; see also CEQ Guidance at 10, 25-27.  

Evidence in the record suggests that EJ populations affected by 

changes in air quality within the area will be more exposed to air 

pollutants emitted by the projects than the more general population of 

Texas. For instance, in 2018 Cameron County had higher particulate 

matter pollution levels compared to the general population of Texas. 

AR1389, Ex. 14 p.4 [JA____]; TR1302, Ex. 7 p.4 [JA____]. Yet, FERC did 

not evaluate whether there was already heightened exposure to this air 

pollutant, or any other (other than ozone), as part of its EJ analysis. 
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In addition, similar to ozone impacts, health data in the record 

shows that Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) from the terminal may 

disproportionately impact the identified EJ communities at levels even 

below the NAAQS. Adverse health effects of VOCs include birth defects 

such as neural tube defects and other abnormal brain development. 

AR1148, 4-5 [JA___-____]; TR892, 4-5 [JA___-____]. Cameron County 

has the highest number of neural tube defects in infants in Texas and 

has the second highest rate of infants born without a brain. AR1148, 2 

[JA____]; TR892, 2 [JA___]. This is likely tied to the already existing 

VOCs (which levels do not currently exceed the NAAQS in Cameron 

County) from agricultural production in the area. AR1148, 4-5 [JA____-

____]; TR892, 4-5 [JA___-____]. FERC did not analyze the prevalence of 

VOC-related birth defects in the identified EJ populations nor did it 

determine whether the population in the affected area is already 

disproportionately exposed to VOC pollution.  

FERC’s conclusion that there would be no adverse impacts to EJ 

populations because air pollution levels would not violate the NAAQS 

ignores evidence to the contrary and fails to analyze whether existing 
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health conditions may result in disproportionate impacts to identified 

EJ communities from increased air pollutants.  

iii. Unique Factors Related to the Local Economy 

Socioeconomic factors, including dependency on natural resources 

for income, can also amplify a project’s impacts on EJ populations. EPA 

Guidance at §§ 2.2.2, 2.2.3; EJ-IWG Guidance at 16. Despite how 

important commercial fishing and tourism are economically to the 

communities closest to the terminal, FERC failed to analyze whether 

the adverse impacts to these industries would have disproportionate 

impacts on identified EJ communities. AR1513, 4-322 [JA___]; TR1374, 

4-333 - 4-334 [JA___-____]. 

Many nearby residents work in tourism or fishing and thus rely 

on the affected environment near the terminal for their livelihoods. See 

supra pp.-, AR1124, 1-2 [JA___-____]; TR896, 1-2 [JA___-____]. For 

example, more than a third of all employment in Port Isabel and 

Laguna Vista, the two closest towns to the terminal, depends on the 

nearby tourism economy. AR1389, 34 [JA____]; TR1302, 24 [JA____].  

Despite evidence in the record that local populations are 

dependent on affected natural resources for employment, FERC made 
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no attempt to analyze whether adverse effects to these industries would 

disproportionately impact EJ populations. Instead, in the EJ analysis in 

its rehearing orders, FERC only references its findings of the project’s 

broader economic benefits, and stops there. AR1547, P40 [JA____]; 

TR1403, P46 [JA____]. However, a finding of an “overall potentially 

beneficial impact to the general population” does not justify a refusal to 

analyze possible adverse impacts to local affected EJ populations. See 

EJ-IWG Guidance at 34. By refusing to engage in any analysis of 

possible localized adverse economic impacts, FERC failed to take a hard 

look at EJ impacts. 

 FERC’s Refusal to Use Social Cost of Carbon Despite  

Not Providing Any Other Evaluation of Climate Impacts  

Was Arbitrary 

According to FERC’s EIS, the Annova project and associated 

vessel traffic will emit 367,295 metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent 

per year, with an additional 1,599,000 to 2,423,000 tons per year 

emitted as a result of producing the constant 400 megawatts of 

electricity used to power liquefaction equipment. AR1513, 3-20 – 3-22, 

4-185 – 4-186 [JA____-____, ____-____]. FERC estimates that on-site 

and mobile source emissions from operation of the Texas project will 
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amount to 613,901 tons per year; FERC has not addressed indirect 

emissions resulting from generation of the constant 240 megawatts of 

electricity Texas LNG will consume. TR1374, 1-17, 4-181 – 4-182 

[JA____, ____-____].11  

By FERC’s admission, it provided no evaluation of the impact of 

these emissions. TR1391, P68 [JA____], TR1403, P76 [JA____], AR1536, 

P77 [JA____], AR1547, P75 [JA____]. FERC’s refusal to use the “social 

cost of carbon” protocol to provide this concededly missing analysis 

violated, inter alia, 40 C.F.R. § 1502.22(b)(4).12 Although this tool was 

withdrawn by Executive Order 13,783, Promoting Energy Independence 

and Economic Growth, 82 Fed. Reg. 16,093 (Mar. 28, 2017), FERC 

“do[es] not dispute that” it remains “generally accepted in the scientific 

community.” Fla. Se. Connection, LLC, 164 FERC ¶ 61,099 P35 (Aug. 

10, 2018). If FERC had chosen to address the impacts and significance 

 

11 FERC has not offered any explanation as to why emissions from 

electricity generation were estimated for Annova but not Texas. 

12 For the convenience of the Court, petitioners note that the 

arguments in this section parallel the claim presented in D.C. Cir. Case 

20-1045 to an even greater degree than the other claims presented in 

this brief.  
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of the projects’ greenhouse gas emissions using some other “generally 

accepted” method, 40 C.F.R. § 1502.22(b)(4), that choice of methodology 

would have been reviewed deferentially. However, FERC cannot refuse 

to consider the issue entirely when available tools enable FERC to do 

so. See N. Plains Res. Council, Inc. v. Surface Transp. Bd., 668 F.3d 

1067, 1085 (9th Cir. 2011). 

Although this Court upheld FERC’s refusal to use the social cost 

of carbon tool in EarthReports, 828 F.3d at 956, the validity of agency 

decisions must be evaluated on the record in a particular case and the 

particular claims advanced. Sabal Trail, 867 F.3d at 1375. 

(distinguishing EarthReports and holding that FERC had failed to 

justify failure to use social cost of carbon in that case). Here, FERC 

repeats the same three criticisms of the social cost of carbon advanced 

in Earthreports, but the record here does not support these criticisms. 

TR1403, P72 [JA____], AR1547, P71 [JA____]. FERC’s orders assert 

that the protocol does not evaluate physical effects, but the record 

demonstrates, and the FERC’s response to comments concedes, that the 

protocol is built upon such an evaluation. FERC complains that there is 

no consensus on a single discount rate, but agencies routinely calculate 
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impacts using multiple rates. FERC frets that no criteria establish a 

general “significance” threshold for monetized values, but where FERC 

admits it did not otherwise evaluate significance, FERC must present 

available information and use its judgement. 

Fundamentally, FERC complains that analyzing climate impacts 

is hard. Neither NEPA nor administrative law permit an agency faced 

with a hard problem to simply throw up its hands. “Agencies are often 

called upon to confront difficult administrative problems armed with 

imperfect data.” Mont. Wilderness Ass’n v. McAllister, 666 F.3d 549, 559 

(9th Cir. 2011); 40 C.F.R. § 1502.22. FERC’s refusal to use available 

tools here was arbitrary. 

A. The Social Cost of Carbon Is a Tool that Assesses Physical Effects 

FERC’s principal argument is that, in general, FERC cannot 

“determine a project’s incremental physical impacts on the environment 

caused by GHG emissions,” TR1391, P68 [JA____], AR1536, P77 

[JA____], and that the social cost of carbon in particular “does not 

measure the actual incremental impacts of a project on the 
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environment.” TR1403, P72 [JA____], AR1547, P71 [JA____]. This is 

both incorrect and a red herring. 

As FERC acknowledged in the Texas EIS and in other 

proceedings, the social cost of carbon “methodology does constitute a 

tool that can be used to estimate incremental physical climate change 

impacts,” including “global and regional physical climate change 

impacts due to incremental GHG emissions.” TR1374, Appendix H-81 

[JA____]; see also Mountain Valley Pipeline, LLC, 163 FERC ¶ 61,197 

P290 (June 15, 2018) (social cost of carbon “constitute[s] a tool that can 

be used to estimate incremental physical climate change impacts”), Fla. 

Se. Connection, 162 FERC ¶ 61,233 P48 (March 18, 2018) (same).  

Specifically, FERC agrees that federal agencies can reasonably 

model the physical impacts of large changes in global emissions. 

TR1374, 4-343 – 4-344 [JA____-____], AR1513, 4-331 [JA____]; see also 

TR1302, Ex. 97, AR1389, Ex. 97 at 138, 197-98, 343 [JA____, ____-____, 

____]. The social cost of carbon effectively apportions these physical 

changes pro rata to differences in emissions. TR1302, Ex. 99, AR1389, 

Ex.99 at 24-25 [JA____-____]. In this way, the tool accounts for the 

impacts of greenhouse gas emissions on temperature, sea level rise, 
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ecosystem services, agriculture, human health, etc. Id. at 6-8 [JA____-

____]. Although the tool then monetizes the harm associated with those 

impacts, its methodology could be used to estimate the underlying 

physical impacts themselves. And as FERC has acknowledged 

elsewhere, and provides no reason to doubt here, the tool remains 

“generally accepted in the scientific community,” 40 C.F.R. § 

1502.22(b)(4), notwithstanding the fact that the tool has been 

withdrawn by executive order. Fla. Se. Connection, 162 FERC ¶ 61,233 

P48 ;13 accord High Country Conservation Advocates v. U.S. Forest 

Serv., 52 F. Supp. 3d 1190 (D. Colo. 2014) (holding that “the social cost 

of carbon protocol” is a “[s]tandardized protocol[] designed to measure 

factors that may contribute to climate change, and to quantify climatic 

impacts.”). Insofar as FERC contends that forecasts of the physical 

impacts of this project’s incremental emissions are essential to further 

discussion of the severity and significance of project emissions, FERC 

has the tools to provide these forecasts. 

 

13 Executive Order 13,783 did not identify any specific defect in or 

disagreement with the social cost of carbon protocol. 
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As FERC has acknowledged, however, forecasts of incremental 

physical impacts are not actually particularly useful. TR1374, Appendix 

H-81, [JA____]. FERC stated that it would be unable to determine 

“what potential increase in atmospheric GHG concentration, rise in sea 

level, rise in sea water temperatures, and other calculated physical 

impacts would be significant for a particular Project.” Id. Some further 

context is needed, and the social cost of carbon protocol provides that 

context by providing a dollar value illustrating the consequences of 

seemingly minor global changes.14 

 

 

 

14 For example, the National Highway Transportation 

Administration determined that stricter vehicle fuel economy standards 

adopted in 2012 would avoid only 0.0074 to 0.0176 °C in global 

temperature increases, relative to no-action, but that this seemingly 

small change would produce $170 billion in benefits, when calculated 

with a 3% discount rate. 2017 and Later Model Year Light-Duty Vehicle 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Corporate Average Fuel Economy 

Standards, 77 Fed. Reg. 62,624, 62,897, 62,929 (Oct. 15, 2012). 
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B. Agencies Routinely Exercise Judgment to Choose a Discount Rate, 

and Routinely Use Multiple Rates 

FERC complains that “no consensus exists on the appropriate 

discount rate” to use in addressing future impacts. TR1403, P72 

[JA____], AR1547, P71 [JA____]. The choice of discount rate is not solely 

a scientific question: it reflects a policy judgment about the extent to 

which we care about our future selves and future generations. TR1302, 

Ex. 99, 17-23 [JA____-____]. Nor is this issue unique to climate 

problems: for every action in which costs and benefits accrue at 

different times, agencies must decide whether and how to discount 

future impacts. 

Nonetheless, in deciding how to “mov[e] from the facts and 

probabilities on the record to a policy conclusion” about the weight to 

afford to future impacts, FERC does not write on a blank slate, and 

need not reinvent the wheel. Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n, 463 U.S. at 52. 

In 2003, the Office of Management and Budget (“OMB”) released still-

operative regulatory impact analysis guidance on, inter alia, the choice 

of discount rate. Office of Management and Budget, Circular A-4, 31-37 
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(Sept. 17, 2013).15 OMB explained that for widely distributed and 

intergenerational impacts, a discount rate of 3% or less is generally 

appropriate. Id. However, OMB encourages agencies to present their 

analyses using multiple rates. Id.; see also, e.g., EPA, Proposed 

Requirements for Cooling Water Intake Structures at Phase III 

Facilities, 69 Fed. Reg. 68,444, 68,499 (Nov. 24, 2004) (presenting 

analyses using both 3% and 7% discount rates).16  

In 2010, the Interagency Working Group on Social Cost of Carbon, 

which created the federal social cost of carbon protocol, and of which 

OMB was a member, provided further guidance specific to climate 

impacts. Building on, inter alia, OMB’s prior conclusion that 

distributed, intergenerational effects should be discounted at 3% or less, 

 

15 https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/whitehouse.gov/files/omb/ 

circulars/A4/a-4.pdf.  

16 FERC mistakenly suggests that the choice of discount rate is 

harder or more impactful for project-level review than in “rulemakings 

… using cost-benefit analyses where the same discount rate is 

consistently applied.” AR1547, P72 [JA____]. The choice of discount rate 

matters in that context as well. Nat. Res. Def. Council, Inc. v. 

Herrington, 768 F.2d 1355, 1414 (D.C. Cir. 1985) (in reviewing energy 

efficiency standards, choice between 5%, 7%, or 10% discount rate 

“substantially” changed conclusion of regulations’ benefits).  
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the group reached consensus on 2.5, 3, and 5 percent rates as 

“span[ning] a plausible range” and “reflect[ing] reasonable judgments.” 

TR1302, Ex. 99 at 17-18, 23 [JA____-____, ____]. Insofar as agencies 

were concerned about uncertainty over which rate was best, the group 

encouraged agencies to use all three. 

Had FERC chosen one particular discount rate, courts would 

review that choice deferentially. Corrosion Proof Fittings v. EPA, 947 

F.2d 1201, 1218-20 (5th Cir. 1991); Nat. Res. Def. Council, Inc. v. 

Herrington, 768 F.2d 1355, 1414 (D.C. Cir. 1985). If FERC had chosen 

to present estimates using the range of rates suggested by the 

Interagency Working Group, that also would have been consistent with 

federal agency practice and with NEPA’s command to, inter alia, 

summarize existing credible evidence and to evaluate impacts using 

generally accepted methods. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.22(b)(3)-(4). But by failing 

to present any estimate at all, or to provide any other evaluation of the 

severity of climate impacts, FERC failed “to take a hard and honest look 

at the environmental consequences of [its] decision[].” Am. Rivers v. 

FERC, 895 F.3d 32, 49 (D.C. Cir. 2018). See Ctr. for Biological Diversity 

v. Nat’l Highway Traffic Safety Admin., 538 F.3d 1172, 1200 (9th Cir. 
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2008) (“[W]hile ... there is a range of values,” the impact of “carbon 

emissions … is certainly not zero.”). 

C. Monetized Costs Provide Important and Otherwise Absent 

Information about Severity and Significance of Impacts 

Finally, FERC frets that “there are no established criteria 

identifying the monetized values that are to be considered significant 

for NEPA reviews.” TR1403, P72 [JA____], AR1547, P71 [JA____]. 

There are two problems with this excuse. First, the climate harms 

disclosed by use of the social cost of carbon for a project of this 

magnitude are on their face worth paying attention to. Using the range 

established by the Interagency Working Group, one ton of carbon 

dioxide emitted in 2025 causes $14 to $68 in present-value damages.17 

TR1302, Ex. 101, AR1389, Ex. 101 at 16 [JA____]. Thus, the operational 

emissions disclosed in the Annova and Texas EISs are expected to cause 

 

17 Emissions in later years carry higher present-day costs.  
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at least $27,528,13018 and $8,594,61419 in climate-related harm per year 

for twenty years, respectively, or together, more than $722,454,880 in 

present value terms.20 Simply disclosing this low-end estimate informs 

the public that the climate impacts of this project are consequential.  

Second, although NEPA requires agencies to determine whether 

impacts are “significant,” the issue is not merely whether impacts cross 

this threshold. NEPA requires a hard look at the “ecological …, 

aesthetic, historic, cultural, economic, social, [and] health” effects of an 

agency’s actions, 40 C.F.R. § 1508.8, including the “severity” of these 

effects. Robertson, 490 U.S. at 352. Although NEPA does not require 

cost-benefit analyses, monetization of costs may be required where 

“alternative mode[s] of [NEPA] evaluation [are] insufficiently detailed 

to aid the decision-makers in deciding whether to proceed, or to provide 

the information the public needs to evaluate the project effectively.” 

 

18 (367,395 + 1,599,000) tons per year * $14/ton. This estimate 

ignores the fact that tons in more distant years carry higher present-

day costs. 

19 613,901 tons per year * $14/ton. 

20 ($27,528,130 + $8,594,614) * 20 years. 
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Columbia Basin Land Prot. Ass’n v. Schlesinger, 643 F.2d 585, 594 (9th 

Cir. 1981). As FERC acknowledged in its response to comments, 

disclosing the physical effects of an individual project’s contribution to 

climate change will not meaningfully inform decision making, because 

the significance of a thousandth-of-a-degree increase in global 

temperature or a nanometer rise in sea levels is not self-evident. 

TR1374, Appendix H-81, [JA____]. See also Nat. Res. Def. Council, Inc. 

v. U.S. Nuclear Reg. Comm’n, 685 F.2d 459, 487 n.149 (D.C. Cir. 1982), 

rev’d on other grounds sub nom. Baltimore Gas & Elec. Co. v. Nat. Res. 

Def. Council, Inc., 462 U.S. 87, 106-107 (1983) (an EIS’s “audience 

cannot be expected to convert curies or mrems into such costs as cancer 

deaths, or social disturbance.”). 

Assigning a dollar value to climate impacts provides otherwise 

missing but essential information even without a full cost benefit 

analysis. Although the tool was originally developed specifically for use 

in regulatory impact analysis, the Environmental Protection Agency, 

courts, and FERC itself have recognized that the tool can be appropriate 

for evaluating project-level impacts. High Country, 52 F.Supp.3d at 

1190 (noting EPA’s suggestion to use the tool for evaluating impacts of 
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Keystone XL pipeline, and holding that Forest Service’s refusal to use 

tool in land management decision was arbitrary), Mountain Valley 

Pipeline, 163 FERC ¶ 61,197, P281 (June 15, 2018). A ton of carbon 

dioxide emitted by an individual project has the same impact as a ton 

emitted as a result of a changed regulation. Using the social cost of 

carbon to provide otherwise absent information about the severity of 

climate impacts is useful even without a full cost benefit analysis; 

indeed, the EIS has already determined that it is appropriate to discuss 

some impacts in monetary terms but not others. See, e.g., TR1374, 4-143 

– 4-146 [JA____-____], AR1523, 4-131 [JA____].21 

Here, FERC has the authority and obligation to examine whether 

the projects’ greenhouse gas effects, together or in combination with 

other adverse impacts, warrant denial or modification of the projects. 

 

21 FERC has also argued that social cost of carbon is an 

appropriate tool for NEPA analyses by agencies “whose responsibilities 

are tied more directly to fossil fuel production or consumption,” TR1374, 

Appendix H-79 [JA____], AR1513 Appendix L-17 [JA____], or who 

“directly control whether some quantity of fossil fuels is burned.” 

Mountain Valley Pipeline, 163 FERC ¶ 61,197 P281. Whatever merit 

this argument may have in other contexts, here, FERC “directly 

controls” the direct operational emissions of these projects. 
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Sabal Trail, 867 F.3d at 1373. While FERC contends that it is difficult 

to meaningfully evaluate the impacts of the projects’ greenhouse gas 

emissions, “the proper response to that problem is for [FERC] to do the 

best it can with the data it has, not to ignore the [issue] completely.” 

Montana Wilderness, 666 F.3d at 559. The social cost of carbon protocol 

is a tool that can assist in that evaluation, and FERC failed to state 

why this tool would be inappropriate for project-level review here. 

Accordingly, FERC’s refusal to use this tool violates NEPA. 

 FERC’s Conclusion That The Projects Are In The Public 

Interest Was Arbitrary 

FERC’s conclusion that the Texas and Annova projects are not 

contrary to the public interest was arbitrary. FERC concluded although 

the projects would have “some adverse environmental impacts,” they 

were nonetheless “environmentally acceptable,” and “consequently … 

not inconsistent with the public interest.” TR1403, P83 [JA____], 

AR1547, P80 [JA____]. FERC does not explain what “environmentally 

acceptable” means, nor does FERC explain how it decided that the 

adverse impacts recognized here met this standard. Because FERC 

failed to “identify the stepping stones” on its path to its public interest 
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determination, that determination was unlawful. Sierra Club v. Costle, 

657 F.2d 298, 333 (D.C. Cir. 1981). FERC cannot cure this deficiency by 

supplying additional explanation in litigation. SEC v. Chenery Corp., 

318 U.S. 80, 87 (1943). We note, however, that it is unclear whether or 

how FERC could support its conclusion with the facts in the records 

here.  

The projects here will cumulatively contribute to ozone levels that 

exceed the NAAQS threshold, which FERC uses “as a proxy for 

potential health impacts.” TR1403, P49 [JA____], AR1547, P43 

[JA____]. FERC offers no explanation as to why this is “acceptable.” As 

discussed above, FERC concludes that ozone impacts are not an 

environmental justice problem, because they will not disproportionately 

affect minority and low-income communities. TR1403 P53 [JA____], 

AR1547, P47 [JA____]. Even if that were true, FERC has offered no 

reason to doubt that ozone will nonetheless be a public health problem, 

harming environmental justice and non-environmental justice 

communities alike. FERC does not explain why this public health 

impact is “acceptable.” Nor could FERC do so without addressing how 
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many people will be impacted, how often, how severely, etc., as 

discussed supra pages 23-30. 

Nor has FERC offered any explanation of why the projects’ 

greenhouse gas emissions are “acceptable.” As explained in Sabal Trail, 

FERC must evaluate whether the projects’ greenhouse gas emissions 

will be so harmful as to render the projects contrary to the public 

interest. 867 F.3d at 1373. Here, where FERC has not made any 

determination regarding the significance or impact of greenhouse gas 

emissions, the record provides no plausible basis for concluding that 

these impacts are acceptable. As explained by Commissioner Glick, “If 

the Commission’s conclusion will not change no matter how many 

[greenhouse gas] emissions a project causes, those emissions cannot, as 

a logical matter, play a meaningful role in the Commission’s public 

interest determination.” TR1391, Dissent P6 [JA____]. 

FERC has admitted that the projects will have other adverse 

impacts that are “significant” for NEPA purposes. The projects will 

significantly impair visual resources and surface water quality in a 

community that depends on nature tourism. TR1391, P18 [JA____-

____], AR1536, P20 [JA____]. The projects are likely to adversely impact 
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the critically small remaining population of endangered ocelots. 

TR1391, P26 [JA____], AR1536, P20 [JA____]. FERC also acknowledged 

that the projects will cumulatively have “permanent and moderate” 

impacts on tourism and commercial fisheries. TR1374, 4-333 [JA____], 

AR1513, 4-321 [JA___]. These significant and permanent impacts 

clearly bear on the public interest, but FERC has not explained why 

they are acceptable. 

We do not contend that any adverse impact, or any impact that 

was significant for NEPA purposes, is per se unacceptable or sufficient 

to show that a project is contrary to the public interest. But the adverse 

impacts here are not facially de minimis, and therefore must be 

justified: FERC must explain why, for example, the benefits provided by 

these projects warrant exposing the surrounding communities to 

unhealthy ozone levels.  

FERC’s orders provide no such balancing. The Texas orders, in 

discussing the public interest, do not provide any discussion of the 

projects’ potential benefits. TR1391 PP14-21 [JA____-____], TR1403, 

P83 [JA____]. FERC simply states that the Natural Gas Act establishes 

a presumption favoring approval, and that most of the Texas project’s 
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adverse impacts would be insignificant. Id. But FERC offers no 

explanation of why the concededly significant impacts do not rebut the 

presumption favoring approval. Id. 

For Annova, FERC suggests that the Department of Energy’s 

approval of Annova’s exports to free trade agreement nations 

demonstrates that infrastructure that facilitates those exports will also 

provide public benefits. AR1536, P18 [JA____]. Subsection 3(c) of the 

Natural Gas Act provides that proposals to export LNG to free trade 

agreement countries must automatically be approved under subsection 

3(a), which regulates exports of the commodity, but subsection 3(c) 

makes no reference to 3(e), concerning infrastructure. 15 U.S.C. § 717b. 

Congress’s command to approve all exports to free trade agreement 

countries does not entail a command to approve any and all 

infrastructure that might be used to provide such exports. At most, the 

Department’s approval of Annova’s free trade agreement application 

indicates that the Annova facility would provide some public benefits, 

but it does not demonstrate that these benefits justify the harms 

resulting from constructing and operating this particular facility in this 

particular location. And aside from referring to the Department’s free 
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trade agreement approval, FERC’s public interest analysis for Annova, 

like that for Texas, does no more than cite the presumption favoring 

approval and the fact that most impacts will be insignificant. AR1536, 

PP15-25 [JA____-____], AR1547, P80 [JA____]. 

FERC’s failure to explain its conclusion that the projects’ adverse 

impacts do not outweigh their benefits is illustrated by the fact that 

nothing in the records here explains how the facts would need to change 

for FERC to conclude that the projects were contrary to the public 

interest. Would FERC approve a project with these adverse effects that 

provided only 50%, or only 10%, of the benefit of these projects? Would 

FERC approve these projects if the resulting ozone levels were 80 ppb, 

instead of 76? The fact that the record sheds no light on what set of 

facts would lead to denial shows that either FERC failed to provide a 

reasonably discernable path illustrating how it balanced impacts, or 

that FERC simply failed to engage in such balancing altogether. 
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CONCLUSION 

For these reasons, the Court should vacate FERC’s orders 

granting authorization to the Texas and Annova LNG projects, and 

remand for consideration of the deficiencies identified herein. 
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